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Abstract. Magnetization and neutron diffraction measurements have been made on the
title pseudo-binary of tetragonal anti-ferromagnets Fe2 As and Cr2 As. In this system antiferromagnetic (AFM) ordering appears below 310 K. The moments are confined in the
ab plane but unlike in the end members they are tilted off the a-axis. In addition to the
AFM structure a weak ferromagnetic behaviour shows up below ∼80 K with a rather low
moment of ∼0.07 µB per formula unit at 5 K and under a field of 3 T.
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1. Introduction
Di-metal arsenides Fe2 As and Cr2 As crystallize in tetragonal symmetry and are
anti-ferromagnetic (AFM) with Néel temperatures of 353 K and 393 K respectively
[1,2]. The tetragonal structures are comprised of two metallic sites – a tetrahedral
one (M1) formed of four arsenic atoms surrounding a metal atom in near tetrahedral
arrangement and a pyramidal one (M2) formed of five arsenic atoms surrounding
a metal atom in near pyramidal arrangement. M1 and M2 atoms form a layered
arrangement occupying different ab planes along c-axis. In Fe2 As, moments in an
M1 plane, and also in an M2 plane, are oriented parallel to each other and blocks
of M2–M1–M2 orient anti-parallel to give an overall AFM structure. In Cr2 As the
moments in M1 plane are oriented in AFM manner while those in M2 plane orient
parallel to each other. A block of M2–M1–M2 forms an AFM unit and this block
repeats along c-axis.
Studies available on the series (Fe1−x Crx )2 As [3–5], at temperatures down to 80
K, report an AFM ordering over the entire concentration range. In Co-substituted
Fe2 As, in addition to AFM structure, a ferromagnetic phase evolves at lower temperatures [6]. Here we report results of magnetization and neutron diffraction (ND)
studies on one particular (title) alloy in the Cr-substituted series, at temperatures
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Figure 1. (a) Plots of magnetization M (e.m.u./g) vs. magnetic field H at
200 and 5 K. (b) Blow-up of the plot in the field between −1 kOe and 1 kOe.

5 and 10 K, respectively. In addition to a transition from paramagnetic to AFM
state at ∼310 K, a weak FM moment shows up below ∼80 K. Analysis of the ND
patterns provides information on the nature of AFM structure.
2. Preparation of the alloy and experimental details
The alloy has been prepared using solid state diffusion of the elements in stoichiometric proportion at ∼750◦ C. Powder X-ray diffraction, recorded on a Phillips
diffractometer (PW1840), confirmed the formation of single tetragonal phase with
lattice constants a = 3.66 Å and c = 6.07 Å. Magnetization measurements have
been made on a SQUID magnetometer (quantum design). In zero-field cooling
(ZFC) mode the sample was cooled from 380 K, where it is certainly in paramagnetic state, to 5 K, and then a measuring field is applied and moment is recorded as
the sample temperature is raised up to 380 K. In field-cooling (FC) mode, sample
is cooled from 380 K to 5 K in the presence of measuring field and the moment is simultaneously measured. Neutron diffraction patterns were recorded at various temperatures on position sensitive detector based powder diffractometer (λ = 1.2495
Å) at Dhruva reactor, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Mumbai. Patterns have
been analysed using FULLPROF program [7].
3. Results and discussion
Figure 1a shows plots of magnetization M vs. external magnetic field H at sample
temperatures T of 200 and 5 K. Figure 1b shows a blow-up of the same. These
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Figure 2. (a) Plot of DC susceptibility M/H (e.m.u./g/Oe) with temperature T in the range 5–380 K. (b) Blow-up of the plot in the temperature range
240–380 K.

measurements are suggestive of an AFM behaviour at 200 K and a weak FM component, superposed over the AFM behaviour, at 5 K.
Figure 2a shows the variation of M/H (plotted as per gm per Oe) with T in the
range 5–380 K. Figure 2b shows a blow-up in the temperature range 240–380 K.
The alloy undergoes a transition from paramagnetic to AFM state at ∼310 K. ZFC
and FC curves show distinct departures from each other below 100 K and the ZFC
measurements are suggestive of transition to a weak FM structure. Moment in the
weak FM state is quite low being ∼0.07 µB per formula unit at 5 K and in a field of
3 T. Hysteresis seen in FM phase in figure 2 could originate from either anisotropy
or domain wall pinning. The fact that small hysteresis manifests even above T N
should suggest that some short range order persists at higher temperatures.
Figure 3 shows ND pattern at 300 K. Fitted pattern is also shown. All the
observed peaks get indexed in tetragonal symmetry (space group P4nmm). Analysis
also shows that Cr occupies the M2 site with a total preference. In addition to
nuclear scattering peaks, a few half integer peaks, albeit of low intensity, have also
been observed. These correspond to AFM structure with doubling of the cell along
c-axis. For examining the magnetic structure, ND patterns have been recorded at
a few temperatures down to 10 K.
Figure 4 shows ND patterns at 300, 150, 50 and 10 K. Intensities of three reflections 1 0 21 , 1 1 0 and 1 1 23 show some variation with temperature. As a typical
example, we show, in figure 5, fitted pattern at 100 K. Fittings have been possible
only when the moments are considered to be restricted in the ab plane. This is similar to that in the two end members. It emerges that unlike in the two end members
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Figure 3. ND pattern at 300 K. Open circles are the experimental data
points. Fitted pattern (shown by solid line), positions of Bragg reflections
and the difference plot are also shown.

Figure 4. Neutron diffraction patterns at 300, 150, 50 and 10 K. The patterns have been vertically displaced for clarity.
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Figure 5. Neutron diffraction pattern at 100 K. Fitted pattern and the
difference plot are also shown. Solid line in the difference plot indicates the
arbitrary level around which this plot is made.

the moments in the alloy under study orient at ∼35◦ (or 215◦ for the anti-parallel
case) off the a-axis. There is no tilting off the ab plane. Further analysis of ND
patterns at different temperatures show that this angle of tilt off the a-axis does
not change with temperature. As regards the magnitudes of the moments, at 300
K these are 0.53(21) µB for M1 site and 1.59(13) µB for M2 site. These are smaller
than the reported values [2] of 1.28 µB and 2.05 µB at the two respective sites
in Fe2 As at 300 K. At 100 K the values of the moments in (Fe0.85 Cr0.15 )2 As are
∼0.96(14) µB and 2.26(10) µB , respectively for the two sites.
We also attempted to fit in different models for the weak FM structure developed
in the title alloy below 80 K. In one such model, FM was introduced by considering
the face centred moment in successive M1 planes (in Fe2 As structure) to tilt in
clock-wise and anti-clock-wise sense (say) towards positive b-axis. Another possibility could be that only Cr moments cause the occurrence of weak FM phase.
However, owing to rather low moment (see discussion in the preceding paragraphs),
introducing any re-orientation of spins does not make a perceptible difference in fittings of the magnetic peaks and to that of the overall pattern. To quote the values
of the individual atomic moments in this phase, those at 50 K are 1.09(15) µ B and
2.42(10) µB respectively.
We conclude that introduction of 15% Cr in Fe2 As results in lowering of the
Néel temperature. In the AFM structure the moments continue to lie in the ab
plane but with a re-orientation off the a-axis. M1 and M2 moments at 300 K are
lower than those in Fe2 As. A weak FM phase shows up below ∼80 K which, at
5 K and under 3 T field, has a moment of ∼0.07 µB per formula unit. Very weak
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magnetic ND scattering in this phase renders determination of actual orientations
of the moments difficult.
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